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Session 1 Section H- Fill-in-the-Blanks #78-86     

Instructions: While watching Session 1, fill in the missing words according to the information 
presented by the instructor. [References to the video are found in the brackets after each question.] 
 

Section H: Production Plan 17:31  

 

78. The terms above the line and below the line are actually budgeting terms. Above the 

line costs are for people who are the creatives, or decision makers, such as producers, 

directors, and actors, while below the line people are more of the technical workers on 

the production team like film crew, and post production members. [Above the Line, 

Below the Line] 

 

79. A call sheet will tell you when and where you need to be on the set. [Set 

Management, Call Sheet] 

 

80. All of the details of every shot and scene are recorded in the Production Log. A good 

production log will contain notes of every shot you take. This information and notes are 

extremely important, and need to be communicated to the editor, to help save time in 

the editing phase of post production. [Production Log] 

 

81. The way most filmmakers “cover” a scene is to typically begin with a wide or master 

shot, and then go through and shoot close ups and other cutaway type shots. [Shooting 

Fundamentals, Coverage] 

 

82. Continuity is a term which describes how shots should flow together in a continuous 

manner.  [Continuity, Cuts] 

 

83. One of the best ways to avoid a jump cut is to use a cutaway shot. (Cutaways are 

close ups or secondary shots that help tell the story.) [Jump Cuts, Cutaways] 

 



84. A roll is principal footage, while B roll is secondary footage which supports or acts as a 

reference for A roll footage. [A Roll and B Roll, News, Screen Direction] 

 

85. To fill in gaps of “complete silence,” (which is not natural), when editing, you should 

always try to record about 2 minutes of room tone, at the location of each scene, which 

can be used later, if needed, by the editor. [Ambient Sound, Room Tone] 

 

86. A VU Meter allows you to visually monitor your sound levels, so you can avoid 

peaking, or clipping of audio, (if the levels go into the red on the meter.) [Foley, VU 

Meter] 

 


